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Overview
The StorageQuest Archive Manager (SAM) provides management tools and drive letter access to a
Storage Library.
The Archive Manager in combination with a library provides a reliable, economical, compliant, and
secure archive of your network data. With the advanced file queue and caching you get the benefits of
long term archiving with the performance of a hard disk.
The software has two main components. A Windows Service responsible for essentially all service
provided. The second component is the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI provides a means for
the user to perform configuration and execute functions on the service.
The single most important function of the StorageQuest Archive Manager is the Volume Management.
Groups of media may be used together to create a large logical volume. Volumes are presented under
the standard windows drive letter therefore SAM can be used by almost any standard software
application to save files.

System Requirements
Minimum Server Computer Requirements







Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or Windows 7
up to Windows 8/2012.
I5 processor with minimum 8GB RAM
20GB of Hard Drive space on a physically separate device.
Data Library
Network access for sharing to client computers
File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks

For improved performance and reliability in larger installations, we recommend using a RAID for the
Read and Write Cache Folders.
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Installation
Please ensure that the Storage Library is properly connected to your computer before proceeding.
Insert the DVD into your computer’s optical drive to install the software. If the software installation
screen does not start automatically please browse to your local
optical drive and run the ‘Setup.exe’ file.

Prerequisites
The StorageQuest Archive Manager requires Microsoft SQL 2012
Express Edition and Microsoft .NET 3.5 & 4.5.1. It is also
advisable to update your machine with the latest updates
provided from Windows Update after installation of the
StorageQuest Archive Manager software to get the latest
updates.
If those programs are not already installed on your computer
then the installer will automatically launch the setup of those
programs before it continues.
Microsoft .NET and SQL Express applications are required on your computer before proceeding.

Installing the StorageQuest Archive Manager Software
Once the prerequisites have been satisfied the StorageQuest Archive Manager will be installed.
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Installation Configuration
Initial Configuration Procedures
1) Database installation
2) Drive Mapping (Device specific)
Database Installation
When the software is run for the first time it will create a database for storing media, volume and file
information. This database is important to a properly working system; however it can be regenerated in
the event of a system failure.

The installation of the database may take a few minutes depending on your computer.

If the software was previously installed and a database already exists, you may choose to delete and
recreate the previous database or use the existing database. Please note that you should only use the
previous database if you are certain that the contents of the Library has not changed. (ie. No media was
inserted or removed manually or via any other method.)
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If you choose to delete the database, the read and write cache files will also be removed. If you suspect
that you may still have files in the write cache that are important, you should copy this folder to a
separate location for later use. Clearing the database also removes the knowledge of these files, so they
will no longer be available by the software.
A serial number is available in the keep case that the SAM software was packaged in. This step can be
skipped but helps StorageQuest and you, the customer with any future support requests that may come
in. A standard package of the SQ Archive Manager software comes with a full 12 months of support.

After the database has been installed, the StorageQuest Archive Manager will install the Virtual Drive
Letter. Please close all Windows Explorer windows before proceeding with the next step. By default the
Archive Manager will use the Z:\ drive. If this drive is not available we will use the first available drive
between Z:\ and A:\

Depending on the dependencies installed during setup you may be requested to restart your computer.
And the Wizard may need to be run again once the new dependencies are in place.
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DriveMapper
After the first phase of the configuration completes the StorageQuest Archive Manager installer will
initiate the DriveMapper. This procedure is designed so that the user may map the correct drives to the
correct library hardware. This is critical for StorageQuest Archive Manager to correctly handle operation
of the hardware.
This step will differ for your hardware.
For iSCSI ONA
If you are using our iSCSI based ONA 1.3.x products, DriveMapper will automatically add the drives
to the device. This requires that you connect to it via the Microsoft iSCSI initiator first.
If you are using our iSCSI based ONA 3.0 products, the suggested method is to use DriveMapper to
connect to the iSCSI devices. DriveMapper will connect to the iSCSI device and will automatically add
the drives to the device. But you must first enter the IP of the target ONA 3.x. Note that the Host
Allow setting on the ONA MUST match the IP address of the system you are trying to connect to
first.
With the IP address of the target ONA 3.x,
enter it into the IP Address field below.
Then you may click Add target portal.
Confirm the number of devices and you
should be all set to click Save and Close.

Finished result.
*Remember to confirm the number of devices. You
may need to run a Regenerate Targets on the ONA
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and try these steps again.
For Optical Libraries
For this procedure: You will need a formatted piece of media.
(Preferably media you know to be good)
1) Examine the available devices located under ‘Drives ‘
a. For this you will need to know what devices
belong to the hardware. (See Windows Device
Manager for details)

2) Drag the devices so that they become members of the
hardware which is attached to the system.

3) For DISC libraries only, with your known good piece of media
in hand. Right-click the Library and select ‘Import’
a. This will open the mailslot of the Library. Place the
media in the mailslot and close the tray.

4) Confirm that media was imported successfully.
a. Make note of which slot DriveMapper has placed the
media
b. Click ‘Close’ to continue back to DriveMapper
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5) From the ‘Select a media for test:’ drop-down choose your recently imported known-good
media.

Now you are ready to initiate the drive mapping procedure. Right-Click and select ‘Map Drives’.
This process will take a number of minutes and you should be able to hear the Library’s robotics
actuating.
When you see the Mapping Drives Message popup you are ready to
begin using your Library system powered by StorageQuest Archive
Manager.
Click ‘OK’ , ‘Save & Close’
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Software Interface
Running the Software for the first time.
Once the software is started for the first time it will be
in a full featured evaluation mode. The software
should be activated within 30 days otherwise the
software will stop working.
Pleases note that activations may take up to 24 hours so
it is recommended that you register and activate the
software promptly.
To activate your software, navigate to Tools>Licensing
and email support@storagequest.com the generated
site code.
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Interface Layout
The left side of the interface is called the Quick Bar. This section provides quick access to commonly
used functions.
The upper-right section of the interface displays a list of all Library units connected to the system. This
area will also show the contents of the organizer, drives, packs and any volumes that may be configured.
The lower-right section of the interface displays the File Queue and the Event Viewer. More information
about the File Queue and Event Viewer can be found in a later section of this manual.

When using the software for the
first time, you should begin by
importing media into the
system. Once media has been
imported into the system you
may begin to create a volume.
Once a volume is created, you
may start to write data to the
system.
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Configuration
The default configuration should be valid for most installations. You may however change the default
values within the Tools -> Options Dialogue as shown below. Please note that some settings require a
restart of the StorageQuest Archive Manager Service. For information on restarting the service please
refer to page 24 of this manual.

General Settings tab

Read and Write Cache Settings
Some basic options are available for the Read and Write cache, such as the path, and the amount of
space to use for both. It is suggested to configure the locations of these folders to be OFF of the
operating system’s HDD. Examples of this are larger standalone HDDs and RAIDs.
Server Port Number
Advanced support only
Build folder structure on start
Relates to virtual drive only. Will load filesystem into system’s memory. Potentially very high load on
system if there are many thousands of files in volume.
Start Service on System Boot
Self-explanatory.
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Fixed Drive Size
Relates to virtual drive only. Will show the virtual drive as 1TB free and 1TB used in Windows Explorer
Eject media from drive after close
Relates to standalone drives only. After a disc has burned, verified, and closed, SAM will eject it from the
drive. Useful if you are working on a file set and want to keep up with new blank media.
Verify File Existence before burning
before burning, SAM will perform a quick verification of source file existence.
Read Buffer Size
Relates to virtual drive only. Will adjust amount of data read back to the system during reads from disc.
Advanced support only.
Max Files can be added to media
The maximum number of files allowed to get written to a single optical media.
ISO Parallel creation
Max number of ISO files to create in parallel. Disc-at-once only. Default is equal to the number of CPU
cores on the system. Advisable to set the value to half the cores on your system.
Disc error correction percentage
Filesystem metadata takes up space. Basically this value takes off x% from the disc’s available space to
account for this.
Volume Type
Default volume type when creating a new volume

Devices tab
In the Devices tab you may view and modify certain
general settings related to the attached device
(Optical Library, RDX Library, IBM Tape Library, and
others).
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File Behavior tab
These filter lists allow you to use regular
expression strings to match filenames.
Filenames that match the string will be
specially treated.
Modifiable Files
Under specific circumstances to support
certain software suites, particular files
must be able to be updated. For example
an xml file which outlines the content of
an archive directory.
Files which are added to this list will be
deleted and then re-written to the media
each time they are edited. It will appear as though the file has been updated with the new content but
in fact the old file was deleted and a new file written with the same target path and file name.
The second feature of files in this list is that when we reach the end of a media, a new copy will be
written to the next media in the series and we will then forever leave the copy on any previous media
alone.
This applies to WORM Blu-ray media as delete is only possible with this media type.
Filtered Files
Any files that match this list will be excluded from ever being written to the media. They will persistently
exist in the volume of the virtual drive until you delete said volume. These files will be replicated to the
‘System Files’ folder with their hashed name inside the write cache folder. Regular access to this folder is
not required and would only be suggested by StorageQuest tech support.
Write Delay time (s)
Sets the wait before files can get sent into the queue for flush. Timer begins after the file is last edited.
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Database Settings tab
Shows information about the database,
and allows you to perform the SQL
compact function, or make a backup of
the database.

Functions
The following section provides screen shots, usability and information on the commonly used functions
of the StorageQuest Archive Manager.

Import Media
With DISC libraries, this function allows you to
import media into the hardware unit. If you leave
the ‘Scan Media’ option checked then the
StorageQuest Archive Manager will automatically
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insert the media into the drive for analysis. Otherwise, SAM will move the media into a slot inside the
Library.
If SAM is in the process of writing, you may be asked to wait while it completes its current operation
Click Import and then insert the media into the mailslot when prompted.
Your new media will get analyzed at this time. When you are finished importing media press the Done
button. Your new media will be displayed under the Unassigned category.

Quick /Continuous Importing of Media
It may be possible to perform a quick import of multiple media at once using your hardware. Check the
hardware addendum for quick methods of importing media.

Export Media
This function will allow the user to remove media
from the device. You will be presented with a list of
media that may be removed safely from the system.
Media that is currently writing isn’t able to be
removed.
Media that has been written will be exported from
the organizer but the file structure will still be
viewable under the volume.
Offline media will still be displayed within the
interface with a grey icon.
If access is attempted on the offline files an access
violation will be generated and a message will be
shown to the user.
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Erase Media
This allows users to perform a low-level erase on
rewritable media. This will put the media back to an
Uninitialized (blank) state.
Please note that the erase method is different
depending on the media type. For DVD-RW media
the entire media will be erased and this could take up
to 20 minutes. For most other media such as DVDRAM, LTO tapes, BD-RE, and RDX, only the key
Filesystem header information is erased and
therefore this will take only a few seconds.
Important. All data will be removed from this
medium. The files and folders written to this media
are not recoverable.

Create Volume
The New Volume Wizard is a
streamlined way for you to
create your volumes.
Creating volumes allow you
to combine many individual
media into one large
capacity volume.

Once the volume has been created, you will see a new volume in the main GUI. Initial media could later
be moved to the new volume.
If in the wizard, you chose a Virtual Drive type volume, you will also notice a new folder within the
virtual drive (Z:\) – this is where you can read and write files from and to the volume.
Follow the guidelines in the Wizard for an explanation of what each choice entails.
Initial Media type
Select either from unassigned media, or pre-defined.
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Add Media as Needed
With this checked SAM will respond to requests by the software when a volume needs new blank media
added to it.
If unchecked, this would require usage monitoring by the administrator. If a volume needs media it will
be the administrator’s responsibility to manually add media manually to the volume.

Volume Type
This will let you decide if you want a virtual drive or to monitor a path on another filesystem
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If virtual drive:

If Watch Folder:
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Flush Type

Disc at once allows for parallel writing of discs(potentially very fast and intended for volumes with larger
numbers of files). If selected, SAM will only write to disc if there is a greater amount of data than what
would fit onto one single disc.

Multi-session is intended for volumes where policy dictates that files get written to WORM as soon as
possible.

Include Folder
Specifies a target directory to be copied to each media belonging to that volume. Occurs after media is
formatted and the media label is assigned to it.
Verification
After the data has been written to the volume, there are three levels of verification available.
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Quick – Verifies the last session only.
Basic – Verifies the last session and the list of files written
Full – Verifies the actual content od all files against their sources. (Could be a time-consuming step if
there are many, many small files to process)
Flush Options
This configuration set is used to define
how StorageQuest Archive Manager
balances writing to discs.

Figure 1 – Flush Options

Implementation examples of the flush options:
Option
Description
Min. Flush Files
Minimum number of files to flush per session
Max. Flush Files
Maximum number of files to flush per session
Min. Flush Size (MB)
Minimum amount of data to flush per session
Max. Flush Size (MB)
Maximum amount of data to flush per session
Max. Flush Wait (Hour) Maximum age of files before beginning session
If any of the above conditions above are met, flush files to media. If none of the conditions have been
met, refrain from flush until condition(s) have been met.
Example 1: 110 new files exist in the volume. Flush all but only to a maximum of 500 files.
Example 2: Recent additions to the volume have reached an age of greater than 1 hour. Flush all older
than 1 hour.
Example 3: 60 MB of data has been added. Flush all but only to a maximum of 500MB.
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Verification and other properties

Verification type:
 Quick
o Verifies the last session
 Basic
o Verifies the last session and the list of files written to the media
 Full
o Verifies the actual content of all files against their sources. Basically reads every file and
compares. Time consuming.
Include Folder
A special folder that you may want added to each disc that SAM creates
Add DiscInformation.xml
Adds a XML file to each disc that saw creates. Denotes certain metadata.
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Add Media to Volume
Adding Uninitialized media to an existing volume will
increase the volumes capacity. Adding previously written
media to the volume will add the contents of the prewritten media to that volume.
Adding a media to a volume will move the selected
media from the Unassigned media section to the desired
volume.
As you can see below we have a volume (newVolume)
with 2 media added and on the Quick Bar under
Properties you can see that we have 90.23 GB available
to be used under that volume.
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Delete Volume
Deleting a volume will remove all write and read cache
files for that volume. It will also remove the folder
under the virtual Drive Letter and move all media to
the Unassigned section.

Close Volume
Closing a Volume will ensure that all files and folders
are written to the media. Worm media such as BD-R
will be finalized at this time. The Close Volume function
should be used if you are finished with the volume and
you wish to export the entire volume for offline use or
storage.
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Save Volume File Structure
The export file structure dialogue allows you to save
the entire folder and file structure of a volume to an
xml file. This file can be useful after the volume is
exported from the system as a reference to your long
term archive.

This file may be opened with a web browser,
text editor or it can be easily parsed by many
applications.

Figure 2 - Volume File Structure Sample
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Delete Offline Media
Removing offline media will delete the Offline entry
from the interface. You will no longer be able to
browse the folder and file structure contained
within the media. You may re-import this media at
any time if you wish to rebuild this media entry.

Remove Media from Volume
Removing media from a volume will move the
medium to the Unassigned category so it can be
later exported or moved to a different
volume. Please note that the files and folders
contained within this media will no longer be
viewable within the volume.
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Export Pack (only on hardware which have this feature)
There are a number of cases where a user may wish
to export entire packs from a Library.



The user may wish to store pack separately
from the Library.
The User may wish to add or remove media
from the pack.

When you export a pack it is the same as Export
Media but applies to all media currently in that
specific pack.
This procedure will set all media in that pack to
‘Offline’(they can later be returned to the Library to
be read.)
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Volume Properties
When launching a volume’s properties, you will get the familiar wizard interface you should already be
accustomed to.

Volume Properties Dialogue
The Volume Properties Dialogue brought up by the menu option ‘Properties’ from the context menu of
any given volume.
Each volume has its own distinct properties for configuration.

Legend of Media Icons
Media Icon

Color
Blue

Description
Media is previously written and full/finalized

Red

Media is currently being used for writing

Black

Media is Offline and folder structure is saved

White

Media is blank or uninitialized

Error

Media not writable due to excessive failures

Windows Service and Virtual Drive Letter
The windows service is responsible for all robotic movements, cache, volume presentation and
reading/writing to the media.

Starting and Stopping the Service
By default the StorageQuest Archive Manager service will start
automatically on system boot.
If for any reason you wish to stop the service and hide the virtual
drive, there is a system tray icon that allows you to do this – just
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right-click on the icon, and on select ‘Stop’ from the pull down menu. Please note that the StorageQuest
Archive Manager will wait until the current write operation is complete before stopping fully.
Depending on the size of the file it is writing it may take some time.
This system tray interface is also used to start the graphical interface. You can also close both the service
and interface by using the “Exit” command.

Virtual Drive
The StorageQuest Archive Manager will assign the virtual drive to the Z:\ drive by default. If the Z:\
drive already allocated the Archive
Manager will search from Z:\ to A:\ for
the first available drive letter.
When the services are running you will
see the virtual drive within My
Computer. This drive letter can be
accessed by all of the applications on
your computer.
By Right-Clicking on the Virtual Drive
and Selecting ‘Properties’ you can see
the drive properties.

By default the capacity of the virtual drive is the sum capacity of
all defined volumes. The Free space is equal to the sum free
space of all defined volumes.
This information is updated each time a file is written to the
media.
Please note that some third-party applications may have some
difficulties with the capacity changing this frequently. If this
causes some difficulties with your environment you may
consider changing the drive size to fixed in the Configuration
dialogue.
This will show 1TB used and 1TB Free to the system.
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This drive letter can be shared to other users on the network by clicking on the ‘Sharing’ tab.

Reading and Writing
Virtual Drive Letter(Virtual Drive type volumes only)
Once a volume has been created, you will see a new folder being displayed under the virtual drive letter.
(Default is: Z:\<Volume Label> were Volume Label is the name of the volume create earlier)
Files and folders may not be written to the root of the virtual Drive Letter.
Files and folders may be copied to the volumes represented as sub folders.

Files will be copied to the virtual Drive letter. Please note that the windows copy progress window
represents the progress of writing to the StorageQuest Archive Manager write cache and not the media.

Opening the interface will show that the Archive Manager has started to format the first piece of media.
You will also note the changes to the File Queue and Cache Information sections.
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Applications may also point to the virtual Drive Letter for reading and writing.

Please note that some latency may occur when reading files from the system as the seek time is much
greater in a library than a traditional hard disk. The Archive Manager attempts to reduce this latency by
the use of an advanced cache system. The cache system and behavior is described on page 30 of this
document.
Writing to Media
The StorageQuest Archive Manager controls all reading and writing to Media. Reading and writing is
performed in the background with no user intervention needed. Most media written with SAM are
written incrementally using industry standard UDF Version 1.5. When Archive Manager is finished
writing to write-once media, the media is finalized. Finalized media created with the Archive Manager
can be read on any Operating System with the appropriate drive.
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Supported Media types*
 BD-R (25GB, 50GB, 100GB)
 BD-RE (25GB, 50GB, 100GB)
 CDR
 DVD-R
 DVD+R
 DVD-RW
 DVD-RAM
 RDX
*Check your hardware manufacturer’s device manual for the supported media types.

File Queue and Cache Behavior
As files are written to a volume they are entered into a FIFO queue (First In, First Out) queue. The first
file copied into the volume is the first file that is written to media. After the file is written to media it is
removed from the write cache and optionally (user configurable) written to the read cache.

Troubleshooting and Support
Rebuilding Procedure
In the event of a system error on the server computer the following procedure may be used to create
your volumes and make them accessible for read and write.






Install the hardware
Install the StorageQuest Archive Manager Software
Import each existing media into the new Library unit using SAM
Create a volume for each desired volume
Add the media to the corresponding volumes

Troubleshooting
In the event that errors are found with the system, please refer to the below Troubleshooting Guide.
You may also browse to our website and issue a trouble ticket. A trained support staff member will
respond to you within 1 business day.

Media Cannot be imported or exported from the system.
 Ensure that the StorageQuest Archive Manager Service application is running in the system tray
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Ensure that the Library unit is properly connected.
Ensure that the Library unit is properly configured in the Windows Device Manager

The Virtual Drive letter will not show up in My Computer
 Ensure that the StorageQuest Archive Manager Service is running
 Attempt to restart the StorageQuest Archive Manager Service
My Library unit/units does/do not show up in the StorageQuest Archive Manager interface
 Ensure that the StorageQuest Archive Manager Service application is running in the system tray
 Ensure that the hardware is properly connected.
 Ensure that the hardware is properly configured in the Windows Device Manager

For a complete list of FAQ please visit our website at www.StorageQuest.com/
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Support
The Archive Manager comes standard with 365 days of online support, free product updates and
telephone support. Extended support contracts are available.

Contact Information
StorageQuest Inc.
226 Argyle Avenue
Ottawa, ON K2P 1B9
www.StorageQuest.com
(613) 235-6919

StorageQuest Inc.
Revision 3.0 – Jan, 2017
Written by
Richard Cooke
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